GROUP7: Lucky7: Defend Your Body

**Installation requirements:**
To play this game you are required to have the following programs installed on your operating system:

Flash Player.

A Web browser that supports Flash Player 8.0.

To submit high score you will need to be connected to the internet.

**Operating instructions/limitations:**

1) Settings screen and keyboard:
   The settings screen will not work as this was time consuming, you can interact with the settings screen, but you'll not be able to actually change the mouse settings, we also found that the keyboard setting was useless as the user will need to have a fast past control over the selection process.

2) The information entered in the settings screen about the persons weight, age, and height will not be used in the game play, since we concentrated more on the development of the actual game and in the next iteration we'll add this feature.

3) Upgrading the organs will not have an effect on the game.

4) All the waves are identical. (ie: the game doesn’t get harder, but this will also be changed in the next iteration)